
Our growing company is looking for a supplier quality management. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for supplier quality management

Experience the challenges of communicating and coordinating with globally-
located external third parties (direct material suppliers)
Experience working with a global team while driving improved quality
processes at the site-level
Responsible and accountable for planning, leading, executing and post-
processing of supplier IMS audits
Complete audit reports and communicate with suppliers within the time
frame per internal procedures and ensure that all audit findings are effectively
contained and communicated to suppliers and internal partners
Identify and communicate issues that could impact product quality, system
gaps or business continuity and ensure that these issues are effectively and
promptly contained and addressed
Maintain supplier quality management system audit files and ensure that
records are filed on time per procedure requirement and are compliant with
defined requirements
You will work closely with the SQM Category teams in order to continuously
improve product quality, delivery and systems at the supplier base
Develop/modify the audit process, procedures and audit checklist as
regulatory requirements change or as a result of continuous audit process
improvement
Facilitate training of colleagues
Create and foster a strong working relationship with the different Global
Supplier Quality functions, Strategic Sourcing and additional key interfaces to
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Qualifications for supplier quality management

A Degree in electronics, electro-mechanical Engineering or equivalent
Candidate preferably should possess knowledge in quality, and product and
component reliability
Experience in product safety and environment certification, notably China
specific certification processes (CCC) would be a plus
BS/BA degree in science or engineering required
Lean 6 Sigma knowledge yellow or green belt level required
Intermediate proficiency in use and knowledge of computer systems,
applications and databases (i.e., MS Word/Excel/Access preferred) required


